Front : Demu 1131 at Maiden Newton on SEG "Dorset Dawdler" tour, May 3, 1975 (C. Totty).
Back upper : 2Bli
2071
in platform 1 and 4 Cor
3131 in no. 2 at Portsmouth Harbour (I.Whitlam)
Lower : Electro-diesel E6004 on loco spur
at London Bridge (Low Level), June 17, 1967
(I.Whitlam).

EDITORIAL

A recent Saturday outing on the SR South West division main line was a little marred by the unkempt state of the Rep and TC rolling stock. It
looked in need of a good sweep out (yes, my first
down train was a fairly early morning one so
should have just been attended to) and some wet
cloth passed over the internal plastic. Being
whipped along at high speed much of it over
the local line between Woking and Basingstoke
and therefore over jointed track— is only part
of the service, surely. The fares are high
enough to make occasional travel a matter of
debate even for the enthusiastic. Muck makes
the exercise less of a pleasure.
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NENE VALLEY RAILWAY, NEW
HOME FOR 3142

The Nene Valley Railway runs for 6½ miles from
Longueville Junction, Peterborough, to Yarwell
Junction on the Cambridgeshire-Northamptonshire
border, and is unique in having a physical connection with British Rail at each end.
The Nene Valley Railway was conceived in
1970 when as part of a proposal to move the
National Transport Museum to Peterborough, a
museum railway operating from Peterborough East
to Oundle over the remains of the ex LNWR Blisworth to Peterboro' line was proposed. Despite
the museum's eventual move to York, the Peterborough scheme which had been kindled by the
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Peterborough Railway Society had started a flame
which led in 1972 to the publication of a feasibility study on the Nene Valley Railway, a steam
-operated pleasure railway to run for 5½ miles
westward from Longueville Junction through the
2,000 acre Nene Park to Wansford on the A1 Great
North Road. This study was accepted by Peterborough Development Corporation and the other
local authorities in the area, and in 1973 the
Development Corporation purchased the track and
fittings, but not the land, from British Rail
for £61,000 and leased them to Peterborough.
Railway Society Ltd.
The reservation on land purchase is important as it has a bearing on The present situation. The land purchase was to be completed
when the Light Railway Transfer Order for the
society to operate the land was granted. At the
time of purchase this was expected to take approximately 12 to 18 months to complete, but
dealing with British Rail Estates has proved a
most time-consuming procedure, and the latest
estimate for obtaining a Light Railway Transfer
Order is December 1976.
At the time of purchase the Nene Valley
Railway was physically isolated from the rest
of the British Rail system as the former junction at Peterborough East had been severed as
part of the re-signalling scheme, and in any case
the first 1½ miles from Peterborough East to
Longueville Jn. was not included in the purchase.
The society, therefore, had to make another
connection to enable its stock to move on to
the Nene Valley Railway, and in March 1974 the
society's civil engineers re-laid the connection
from the ex GNR Woodston branch to the Nene
Valley Railway at Longueville Jn. This involved
laying approximately 500 yards of track and was
completed over three weekends utilising the
society's five ton Smith Rodley steam crane.
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In 1972 a society member purchased from the
Swedish State Railways an oil burning 2-6-4T, class
S1 No.1928 and offered it to the society for possible use on the Nene Valley Railway. This locomotive is considerably higher and wider than
British Rail loading gauge, but is within Berne
gauge and the society carried out a survey of
the Nene Valley Railway to assess the possibility of running Berne clearance stock. The
survey revealed that thanks to the generous
clearances allowed by the original builders
in 1845, and the clearances carried out by BR
in the 1950s, only two structures restricted
the use of Berne gauge stock. These were the
remains of the platform at Wansford and Lynch
overbridge, approximately half way between Longueville and Wansford. Wansford platform would
have to rebuilt anyway, and an inspection of
Lynch Bridge revealed it to be in a dangerous
structural, state and likely to collapse if not
immediately rebuilt or demolished.
Negotiations with local landowners and Peterborough Development Corporation eventually resulted in a bridle path over Lynch Bridge
being diverted over an adjacent farm bridge and
Lynch Bridge was demolished by society engineers
in January 1976.
The knowledge that the Nene Valley Railway
could operate Continental locomotives rather
than just display them led in 1975 to the purchase by 1928's owner of Class F 0-6-0T no. 656
from Denmark and class S 2-6-2T no. 1178 from
Sweden and also to the move by the Nord Locomotive Preservation Group of Nord 4-6-0 No.
3-628 from Ashford. All these locomotives are
fitted with air brakes and the society was
faced with the problem of either fitting them
with vacuum brakes to run with ex BR Mk I
coaches which formed the basis of the society's
passenger fleet, or obtaining some air-braked
vehicles. It has been and remains the society's
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eventual aim to acquired some Continentcoaches to operate with
these locomotives, but an
approach from the SEG for the possible move of
3142 and associated vehicles to the Nene Valley
opened the door to another solution. The braking system on SR electric stock and the society's
Continental locomotives are compatible, and it
is therefore possible to operate such stock in
passenger service. This being established, negotiations were quietly finalised and all were delighted when, on March 11 1976, 3142 arrived at
Wansford.
At present passenger services on the Nene
Valley Railway are restricted to the 1¼ mile
section from Wansford through the 616-yard
Wansford Tunnel to Yarwell Jn. and return. Once
the Light Railway Transfer Order is obtained,
passenger services will be operated from Wansford
to a new station at Orton Mere, approximately
¼mile from Longueville Jn, and the section to
Yarwell will become siding accommodation. Wansford tunnel will be used for vehicle storage, thus
probably becoming the longest carriage shed in
the country. At present one track in the tunnel
is used for storage, and usually contains small
industrial locomotives awaiting restoration, some
goods vehicles and the SEG coaches when they are
not being worked on.
British Rail are currently imposing very
strict conditions on societies operating on lines
still under BR jurisdiction. Despite this, the society has managed to get one of its industrial locomotives, Barclay 0-4-0ST 2248, passed by BR, but
the BR conditions are such that there is no chance
of getting any of the Continental locomotives
passed this year. This means 3142 cannot be used
on the Nene Valley Railway services this year.
However, it is confidently expected that a Light
Railway Transfer Order will be obtained before
the 1977 operating season and so 3142 will almost
certainly see service then. This gives Mark Davies
and his team more time to complete r e s t o r a t i o n .
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The pattern of operation on the Nene Valley
Railway once the Order has been obtained and the
line passed by the DoE inspecting officer is not
yet finalised. Assuming full clearance in 1977,
it is anticipated operating a timetable service
between Wansford and Orton Mere on Saturdays
and Sundays during the summer. The intermediate
stations at Overton and Nene Lake will not be
opened before 1978 when Nene Park itself is
opened. The station at Castor may be opened
with the line in 1977. Orton Mere station is
due for construction during the year. The station building is an existing ex-LNWR wooden
building presently located at Barnwell on the
Oundle-Northampton line. It is planned to move
it in two or three
pieces to its new
site towards the end of the year. This is a
major project which is being sponsored by a
local company. The whole job is planned for
completion in good time for the start of services.
These then are the plans and aspirations.

They may not all mature in their present forms
or at the planned time, but is Peterborough
Railway Society's and Peterborough Development
Corporation's intention to open the Nene Valley Railway to the public as soon as is humanly possible, and the SEG is welcome as friend
and ally in this ambition, and the society
looks forward to many years of fruitful relations.

Still on the subject of Cors, mention was made in
LR 29 of Cors carrying letter headcode J
on rare occasion — and I suggested an actual
shot of such an oddity would make a good
LR cover.

And I'm pleased to say that such a photo
has duly arrived, via Fred Ivey, It shows
Cor 3131 (a cover subject anyway this issue)
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passing Birkbeck in the early 1950s on an empty
working to the Eastern Section. The actual code
is J. The picture was taken by D.A. Jones. We
shall try and make it a future cover subject,
but meanwhile can anyone resolve a puzzle : my
records show that permutations of J were indeed
used on the eastern side, but for Bexleyheath
line workings to Dartford. So where was 3131
REVIEW
Thirty Years at Bricklayers Arms by Michael
Jackman (£3.95).
Though concerned mostly with steam— the author
was a fireman based at "B Arms" in the late
forties and early fifties — this a fine book
for those
keen on the Southern.
It evokes
well the view from the footplate; tells some
lovely tales of railwaymen; describes the pecularities of train working over the eastern and
central sections? and presides some solid background to some of the important events on the
SR in the 30 years. Mr Jackman had a turn or
two at the controls of e.m.u's too : a pity
not more on "life in the cab" has been set down
for the electric enthusiast to savour. Perhaps
there is a member/driver in the SEG ranks who
would do an article on that theme for Live
Rail ?
SOUTH WESTERN ELECTRIFICATION DIAMOND

JUBILEE

Part 4

Traffic on other electrified routes built up so
rapidly that services on the East Putney line had
to be temporarily suspended from July to November
1919 to provide extra rolling stock for other
routes. From Nov 16 1919 the service was restored but only on a half-hourly basis.
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By 1933 the train service had been cut further and was :
From W'loo 7.26, 8.10, 8.40, 9.10. 9.37, 10.1
11.6 an, 12.6, 1.6, 2.6, 3.6, 4.6, 4.36,
5.40, 6.5, 6.36, 7.10, 8.6, 9.6, 10. 6,11.
From Wimbledon 8.8, 8.39, 9.12, 9.39, 10.38 a
and hourly to 7.38 pm with extras at 5.3, 6.8.
From Wimbledon Park at 6.41, 7.0 am, 8.41 pm.
Journey time for the whole route was 22
mins. A basically similar service was in operation in 1938 but from Oct 16, 1939 the service
was reduced further, to operate only in peak
hours. It was withdrawn completely from May 5,
1941.

From that date, the only passenger ser-

vice over the line was that operated by London
Transport — the District Line trains to Edgware
Rd., Upminster, etc.
Certain colour light signals were brought
into use at East Putney in place of seaaphores
on Saturday 12th and Sunday 13th Sept. 1970.
Colour light signals and track circuit block
working were introduced between East Putney,
Wimbledon Park and Wimbledon "A" signal boxes
on Sunday November 29, 1970, and Cromer Rd,
Southfields and Revelstoke Rd boxes abolished.
The route remains very important for
empty stock trains between Waterloo and Wimbledon
passenger trains when the main line via Earlsfield is blocked for engineering work, etc.
So it has continued to the present, while
on the other "South Western" electrified lines
a steady if reduced level of traffic is still
generated. The beauty of simplicity of the
original services has gone completely and no
doubt for ever, although the S.W. suburban
(+Weren't some up non stoppers from, I think,
Alton also routed via E. Putney in the 1950s?
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timetable still shews standard intervals, with
extra peak trains. And of course the ultimate
has been achieved — extension of the third rail
to cover not just the whole LSWR (well, most
of what is left of it) but the LBSCR and SECR
lines as well.
For the next generation— rejuvenation or
decline? Only the future will tell.

Regarding the Byways article in LR29, G.D.B.
writes : The Ladywell loop is used by all midKent trains not calling at Lewisham except for
the 6.28 Cannon St-Hayes
The Clapham Jcn-Kensington Olympia service,
known to staff as the "Kenny Belle", is the shortest complete BR passenger working by loco-hauled
stock. The service was only re-advertised following a direction from the Minister of Transport
after BR had applied to withdraw it. Although it
has used the Windsor side of Clapham Jcn exclusively
since 1969, it has at various times run via Falcon
Lane to and from p l a t s , 16 and 17. Apart from the
6TC unit, other notable stock that has been used
has been the prototype fibreglass suburban coach
(now at Cranmore). The service was the last
in the London
suburbs to be steam-powered.
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Group News
Recent visits. On Feb 17, an SEG party visited
Aldgate signal box at the major triangular junction on LT's Met, District and Circle Lines.
This as a power box with a typical Westinghouse
miniature lever frame and separate illuminated
diagram. Although it was after the peak hour,
the lines were still quite busy and it was most
interesting to observe operation and compare
with SR practice. Thanks go to signalmen Bill
Williams, Eddy Lovell, station inspector Beechill and of course LT for permission for the
visit.
On March 20, a number of SEG members were shown
round Stewarts La. depot in the morning.Various
SR locos and emus were seen in the loco repair
shop, the inspection shed and elsewhere, and
the opportunity was taken by several people
to photograph in spots not normally accessible.
In the afternoon we re-assembled at Purley for
a visit to the signal box. This is a power
installation somewhat similar to Aldgate, and
controls the Junction for the Caterham and Tattenham Cnr branches as well as the 4-track
Brighton main line. The box dates from the
early 1950s (Aldgate is just pre-war). Our
thanks to signalman Larry Kirwan for so
enthusiastically discussing every aspect of
the box and its work.
On May 22 some 30 members of the SEG's Brighton
& North Downs branches first visited the
C.M. & E.E. (depot at Brighton ("Lovers Walk"
to the operating dept.) We were permitted to
look round the shed and
its
immediate envi
Points of interest included two de-icing units
(012, 017) among stock in the shed and the
"Safety Train" waiting in the Top Yard across
the main lines.
After lunch, the group reassembled for a
comprehensive visit to Volks Electric Railway.
A special car was provided for our use, and a
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makeshift "headboard" hastily prepared and displayed on the front by the simple technique of
holding it there! Does this count as a Group rail
-tour? Our special proceeded the length of the
line to
Black Rock before returning to the headquarters of the railway at Children's Playground
station. The party then divided, one half visiting the workshops, which are located across the
main road and quite separate from the railway,
and the remainder inspecting the remaining stock
in the carriage shed.

"

Southern Electrics — A Pictorial Survey"
further comments on the above book (edited for
the SEG and £3.50 from Group sales). A.M. Logan
writes regarding the photo of 2 Hal 2608 on p.31:
" T h e 2677-92 batch of Hals were built for the
eading &c electrification. A corresponding
number of these units was always to be found on
the western section, working alongside Bils
andNols.'' He has a feeling 2677-92 were malachite green when built; the others were certainly
olive green.
A.G. Merrells points out that the relevance
of the photo of the 4DD controls on p.50 is that
the e.p. brake is NON self-lapping. He explains:
"All other SR e.p. braked stock has selflapping driver's valves, which means that the
driver doesn't here to move the handle to a special
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R

position to hold

whatever brake cylinder pressure

has been reached. On the 4DDs, this had to be done (as

on Subs, Cors, etc) even though the brake was
electrically controlled. (Editor adds : However,
the DD e . p . brake could be released in stages,
unlike Sub and Cor types, but this did require
movement of handle between a release and lap
position). Mr Merrells also amplifies the
descriptions of the lower photos on p.55: the
left hand brake valve is the standard (Westinghouse) e.p. type, while the e.p. brake on the
right as of the Laycock-Knorr type.
Two minor corrections must be made : the
TLV ( p 6 3 ) first appeared not laterthanFeb
1968, by which, time in fact most boat trains
required two MLVs; finally the picture of
E5003 on p.89 was taken at Ashford yard.
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REGIONALREVIEW
TEST TRIPS

The trials carried out with loco 33 010 (see
LR30, p78) are connected with brake performance testing; a circular route was taken from
Tonbridge via the Lee spur, Strood, Margate
& Dover. The train of between 3 and 8 coaches
was loaded with sleepers to represent people.
A light placed in the loco cab was illuminated from the train to tell the driver when
to apply the brake.
33 010, like other stock on test, would
appear to be based at Strawberry Hill, as on
Ap10. having worked 4 air-braked coaches to
New Cross Gate, the loco returned light to
Straw. Hill. However it was back on the SE
Div from Ap26-30 when it ran light each day
via the route taken by the test train reported above.
From May4-7, 10-14 &17-21 33 010 was
running trips between Basingstoke & Woking,
again light. All these were specially authorised to travel up to 85mph. On May25,
33 010 worked a train formed of 2 Haps
6022/3 from Straw. Hill via Longhedge Jn,
Catford, Sole St, Selling, Pluckley, Chelsfield & Catford to Straw. Hill.
6022 was itself used alone for brake tests
between Farnham and Alton on Ap3, having run
from Straw. Hill to Aldershot with 6023, which
was detached there. On the night of May4/5,
6022/3 were used on high speed shoegear tests
between Woking & Basingstoke, coupled with a
Cl. 73. Similar tests took place on the nights
of May 5/6, 6/7, with a Cl73+4Cig or 4Vep,
and a 4Rep respectively. These test trains were
authorised to travel up to 100 mph.
On Ap17 a 5X2 Epb train was at the disposal
of S&T staff in the London Bdge area for testing
track circuits, etc., in connection with resignalling. The formation provided the maximum number of collector shoes when working over lines
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out of use for some considerable time: the two
outer units were dead so that the shoes would
scrape rust off the live rails without burning
the shoes away. Special arrangements were made
to enable the train to be driven from the end
cabs under such circumstances, but oil tail
lamps had to be provided as no emergency lighting current was available. This train was the
first to use No 3 up line.
An unusual test trip ran from Brighton to
E, Croydon & back on May17 formed a Cl. 73 loco
and GUV 86705, presumably to examine riding
qualities of this vehicle at speed on that line.
Test coach "Hermes" (RDB 975081) was used
in conjunction with 6022/3 for AWS tests from
May17-2l. "Hermes" was collected from Clapham
Yd on the 14th and taken to Straw. Hill by the
Haps on the 17th, 18th & 20th this formation
ran thence to Wimble. Pk. to carry out tests
between that point and Woking, while on May 19,
21 they went to Bomo. carriage sidings & back.
The refurbished Cep 7153 was used on riding tests between Grove Pk, Tonbridge &
Ashford on May21. The same day, BRB Research
Dept Mobile Lab No 5 (see LR29, p45) ran from
Derby to Andover (via Reading) and return in
order to "record the track" between Basingstoke
& Overton.
CM & EE resistance test trips were made
using Cep 7153 between Lenham & Maidstone E.
on May26; the unit empty to/from Chart Leacon.
Also on this date there was an unusual through
train in express timings from Barnstaple Jn to
Waterloo scheduled in 4hr 34mins. Formation :
Cl. 47 loco, 3 WR coaches and track testing car
no.139. The train (presumably because of the
last vehicle) was to be considered out of gauge,
and was also to be run as fast as poss. within
normal speed restrictions. The train was turned
overnight via the Kingston loop and returned
to Exeter the next day, under the same conditions.
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CREW TRAINING
From Ap26 to 30, & on May 3,5,6,7, trips using an
MLV ran from Stew. La to Redhill, two return trips
being made each day. On the 1st outward journey 2
vans were attached from the P.O. dock at E.Croy &
returned there on the 2nd up run.
OTHER INTERESTING WORKINGS
As usual, for Kempton Pk races on Ap19, ½ hourly
extras were run at 26 & 56 past the hr. from
W'loo calling only at Wdon. These were formed
8Sub.
On Ap 20, WDON units 5121 & 5790 were in
eve. peak Cannon St-coast train; while SHST 2
Epbs 5653/60 were with 5321 in the 18.14 Can.St
-Prington.
Every weekend from Ap30/May3 until at least
2/5Jul (except
bank hol. May28/31)
Loughboro Jn blocked for renewal of crossings.
The Blackf.-Sevenoaks service run to/from Vic
(headcode 82) and the St Helier trains terminated at Herne Hill.
A Lea Valley Rly Club tour ("The Sunny South
Express") on May1 visited Angerstein Wharf,
Tilmanstone Colliery, Ardingly, Beeding and Lav
-ant branches. Formed of 6B 1034.
A variety of unusual stock workings were
observed over the Spring bank hol. w/end. 12
Cep formation running on Bton main line on May
29,30, 31. Also on the 31st, the special hourly
service between Tonbridge & Reading provided
by 2 3R units, 6S 1005 and 2 loco-hauled 3-sets
powered by 33 036 & 209.
On Derby day, Jun2, the 12.10 Royal VicTatt. Cnr train was hauled by 31 257. 4Sub stock
was again used for some specials, the following
being noted : 10.50 CX-Tatt. 4701/22; 11.24 &
12.15 LB-Tatt 4660/4726 & 4290/4742 respectively.
A most unusual formation was seen at
Redhill just after 20.30 on Jun 24. A 3D unit
failed at Reigate and was propelled, with brake
hoses coupled, by 4Vep 7755 to Red.
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WITHDRAWN STOCK

A total of 49 4 Subs were withdrawn recently :
those not listed in LR30, p72, are 4646(damaged)
and 4731, while 4684 was reinstated to replace
4Withdrawn
646, ½ of which
now been
in 4627(see
Subsishave
in storeReformations)
at various
places including Selhurst, Norwood down yd.,
and W. Croydon stn.
Following movements reported : 13Ap — 4359+
2 coaches of 4738, Selhurst-Basingstoke; Ap
24, 8 Sub coaches, Shst-Micheldever; May 5,
"6 Sub" 4362, Hove-Micheldever; May 6 4127,
4728,
4624 and (another train) 4724, 4686,
4698 Hampton Ct-Streat.Hill; May 22 4676,4736
Shst-Basingstoke; May24 same two Basingstoke
-Micheldever; May 26 4699, 4727 Shst-Micheldever; Jun3 12847 (ex 2693), 14259 & 15258
(ex 5130) + loco-hauled BSK 34989, Mich.Straw. Hill (BSK only to Clap. Yd.) 12847
was coupled at Straw. Hill to 16036 (DTC
of Hap 5636).
OTHER STOCK NOTES

Confusion over which coach is where
in respect of 3H and 3D demus. The latest
position appears to be : 1116 (reduced to
2H) out of service, formed MBS 60147 (ex
1129) damaged, DTC 60815; 1119 increased to
3H with additional TS 60665 (ex 1116); 1120

increased to 3H with additional TC 60617 (ex

1318); 1129 formed MBS 60115 (ex 1116) vice

60147 damaged (see 1116); 1318 out of service,

DTS 60917 damaged, TC 60617 in 1120, MBS

60143 spare, reported to be formed in 1315 vice
60140, and then to replace 60129 in 1304.
It would thus seem that the spare is in
fact 60143, not 60815 as reported in LR30.
Is above correct, then ? Also, on May25,
60815 booked to be loco-hauled from Shst to
St Leonards (via Leigh & Rye), and May 29
60917 should have been moved from Slade Grn
to SLEO (via the Lee spur, Orpington, Ashford)
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4Cig 7346 has DTC 76846 {ex 7425) vice 76620;
7425 has DTC 76620 vice 76846 and is out of
service damaged,
4Vep 7768 (formerly in use for AWS trials)
has returned to BTON and was 1st noted on 7.25
Arundel-Vic on May11. Formation as expected, i.e
DTC 76370 (ex all blue and ex 7739) vice 76465.
Paint date was 10v 76.
Two Southern Rly type diesel elec. shunters
(BR cl. 12) survive — D15231 at Tilcon quarries
in N. Yorkshire and D15224 with the NCB in Kent,
said to be allocated to Betteshanger; it was
seen at Snowdon on Jun2 dead.
4Cep 7101 had Commonwealth bogies on all
cars on May26, When were they changed? (The
original MkIV bogies are believed to have been
rebuilt to MkIIIc at the time of removal of
the disc brakes in Derby works 1969). Still on
Ceps, following the Preston Pk fire, 7102 has
re-entered traffic formed MBS 61233, TCK 70237
(both ex 7107) and its own TSK 70034 & MBS61035.
3H units rebuilt with 3 1st class compts,
include 1106/9/15....WR Mk2 coaches including
TSOs have been appearing in Wloo-Exeter trains
former 2 Pep 2001 (converted to a.c. 3-car
train) now in Glasgow area .. coach numbers of
the trailer de-icing vans have been prefixed
by the letter 'A' so they are now ADS700xx.
On Cigs 7340-9, cars at one end — 7658476593 have SR-AWS (signal repeating) at the
other end, 76614-76623 are to have standard
BR-AWS, 76616 of 7342 being already fitted.
In Reps, odd numbered motor coaches with SR
AWS, evens with BR AWS.
More on the new 4Epb 5263 (LR30 p73) : it
is understood that the trailers will be ex Sub
rewired, internally gutted and refurbished
with modern seating, analogous to 7153 (also
with fluorescent lighting). The motor coaches
will be largely unaltered — so unit not expected to appear for some time.
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With the recent withdrawals, the 4 Sub fleet
is now officially down to 107 units — 88 for
traffic, 19 maintenance. This compares with
4Epbs which number 280 — 248 traffic, 32
maintenance.
On May3, 6B 1033 was noted running with
its own MBSs but with all 4 trailers from
1035. 4 Epb 5137 was loco-hauled from Shst
depot to Slade Green on Ap27, presumably for
repairs.
Most of the Hap units transferred from
RMGT to BTON were moved on Ap17. 10 Hap ran

7.12 Gillingham-Streat. Hill, and two lots of
8 Hap ran at 10.54 from-Gill, and 11.56 from
Stew. La to Streat. Thence to Bton.
TIMETABLE NOTES

Prom 20Ap, the Clapham Jn-Olympia service has
been worked by TC units rather than locohauled stock. A push/pull fitted loco is only
provided in the evening; on the morning trips,
the Cl 33 loco has to run round.
Duties of the newly-downgraded 56xx series
2 Sap units (mon-Fris only, no Sats) are : 6.41, 8.12, 14.12, 15.42 Beck. Jn-Vic; 7.39,
7.52, 8.49 Couls. N.-Vic; 7.55, 8.14, 16.40,
17.02 Couls. N-LB; 17.23, 17.42 LB-Couls. N;

7.18 LB-C. Pal; 7.54, 16.15, C. Pal-LB; 19.12
Dkg-Vic; 8.00 Ep Dns-LB; 18.00 LB-Dkg; 6.57,
8.37,
17.58 LB-Ep.
16.47, Dns;
17.10.
8.218.10
0; 16.02,
LB 16.40
(FCT), 9.31,
LB (SSN);
11.32, 14.02 LB(TCS). 12.53, 14.23, 15.23 LB
(SCT), 17.02 LB (NSS), 17.37 LB-Nor. Jn (SSN),

15.29 LB-Sutton, 6.8, 16.09 Sutt.-LB; 6.25
Sydenhan-LB; 7.30, 13.26, 14.56 Vic-Beck.;
7.8, 8.12, 16.21, 17.45 Vic-Couls. N; 19.23

W. Croy.-Vic.

All are scheduled 8 Sap.

From Ap20, the three 12 Cep trains on
the Ctl div gained some extra trips, and their
M-F duties are now : (i) 6.58 Bton-LB, 8.12
LB-Bton, 10.28 Bton-Vic, 17.30 LB-Bton. (ii)
8.5 Bton-LB, 17.22 LB-West Worthing. (iii)

6.45. W. Worthing-Vic, 8.28 Vic-Bton. 16.12 Bton
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-Vic, 17,40 Vic-Bton,19.12 Bton-Vic, 20.44
Vic-Bton.
BELLE COACH MOVES
Brighton Belle coach 289 used as a restaurant
at the Little Mill Inn, Rowarth, Stockport, was
sold by auction in mid May. It had been painted
in (Pullman livery, named "The Derbyshire Belle"
and stood with (roller blind) headcode fixed
at 82. Now, 289's new home is to be the Windsor
safari park.
MISHAPS

On Ap21, three up morning peak trains from
Farnham-W'loo cancelled after one bogie of
2 Epb 5676 derailed outside Farnham depot about
7.0. Line cleared at 12.30.
On 29Ap, the last two coaches of Epb 5H16, working the 8.36 Slade Green-Bexleyheath-Cannon
St derailed on
the approaches to Cannon St's
plat.2. A few passengers treated for shock
cause gathered to be a slack tyre moving out
of gauge.
Two accidents on May 13. About 18.45, 18.04
Vic-Bton came off between Redhill and Earlswood : derailment affected coach 76854 of
Cig 7433 (front unit of 3 Cigs;) Rest of evening's
service in chaos. Late same evening, 2 Saps
5905/17 running from Staines station to sidings
became derailed. Wimbledon crane attended.
On May 19, the 16.26 Gillingham-Charing X
was derailed at about 17.45 at North Kent East
Jn when crossing from up Greenwich to No.3 up
line. Leading bogie of unit 5346, coach 61603,
came off (other unit 5252). Passengers from
affected train conveyed to LB after an hour in
16.05 empty St Leonards-Cannon St. Hither Grn
crane, hauled by loco 33 045, attended.
A high tension cable fire at Basingstoke on
May 21 severely delayed Bomo. line evening peak
services, some trains running up to 2 hours late.
Further disruption to SW Div evening peak on
May 25 when ½ mile length of conductor rail
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displaced on the down fast line near Berrylands
by middle unit 7056 of 17.14 W'loo-Ports. Hbr.
Delays aggravated by passengers alighting from
halted trains this held up diversions to
slow line. 17.30 W'loo-Weymouth passed Hampton
Ct Jn 62 mins late while 17.16,,17.18 & 17.22 ex
W'loo stranded on down fast. Some trains, incl.
19.46 W'loo-Bomo., diverted via Chertsey.
On May 26, at about 11.00, Sub 4279 derailed
at Sutton. Unit had worked 10.29 from London
Bdge, and was reversing from Plat 4 to form
up train. Trailer coaches (10146, 10123)
came off; re-railed about 15.00.
Another Sub involved in crash on the next
day : unit 4738 ran into Kingston bay plat.
and wrecked blocks and damaged buildings.
Had been working parcels train and arrived
at 20.20. Rear unit 4669 undamaged.
On Jun 15. three coaches of 18.44 BtonOre derailed at recently re-laid (site moved
from box to actual divergence) Southeram
Jn. Several passengers treated for minor
injuries and signalman for shock. For several
days afterwards, only Lewes-Glynde tracks
in use; Newhaven Town-Seaford shuttle laid on.
STATIONS, SIGNALLING & TRACK

Speed restrictions over the re-aligned Worting
Jn were removed from Ap26 (down) and Ap29
(up), though up trains are still limited to 80mph
over Battledown flyover, and down trains cannot
usually accelerate to more than 75-80 after
the Basingstoke restriction.
The down fast line from St Denys to Northam
Jn out of use from May7 to 10, presumably in
connection with re-signalling work.
Demolition of the old signal-box at London
Bdge started on May 19; In connection with
the LB scheme, Caterham/Tatt. Cnr line trains
during the day have been terminating at
LB. In the new layout at Borough Mkt Jn, while
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one or two of the crossings are cast manganese
steel, most of then are made up from bullhead
rail. (In the old layout they were all manganese steel castings). It is thought the bullhead is only temporary. Shortly after its
functions were taken over by the new LB box,
Boro. Mkt Jn sig. box had an "R.I.P." sign
below the name sign, removed after a few days.
Trackwork at the London end of Gatwick
Airport has been reorganised. The up local to
up through connection has been realigned for
higher speed (what actual speed?) and crossovers
laid in, the one on the through lines enabling
the former down loop to become the station's
second reversible line.
Minford House, Rockley Rd., London W14,
the BED Estate Duty Office, owes its peculiar
long narrow shape to the fact that it's built on
the trackbed of the former LSWR line from Hammersmith to Addison Rd. There
still LSWR
bridge notices at each end of the building.
Junctions of the new St Johns flyover
line are called Tanners Hill Jn (west end, jn.
with main line) and Lewisham Vale Jn (jn. with
Nunhead line).
Lifting full barriers are to replace
crossing gates at Angmering in Aug...up home
signal at Goring, which sits atop a 60ft (at
least!) post, is being replaced with a semaphore
nearer the ground..overall speed limit on Ashford
-Hastings line reduced from 90 to 60 mph, the
latter prevailing, often because of track condition on the Tonbridge/Reading link...AWS being
installed on the Wloo-Reading line and the
Hounslow loop.
Bracknell's new station opened on May20,
temporary up plat. & footbridge (LR22 p20) since
dismantled. Up plat. now 8 car length, but down
still only 4 though peak hour trains are 8.
New ticket office at Vic opened May 16 for
Ctl div. main line tickets: later the Ctl suburban
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and Chatham, side offices closed so that the new
office now sells all tickets. Not known whether
one-time plan to turn Chatham office into a new
Continental ticket office will materialise.
Blackfriars re-building : new concrete
platforms have appeared beyond the temporary
buffer stops of bay roads 1,2 & 3.
little brick pillars appeared under
platform ledges at various stations, apparently
as emergency steps.
a drain cover in the up
plat. at Blackheath reads "S.E.&C.&D.R.Co", the
initials that were only used for a few months
after the SER-LC&DR working union before SE&CR
was adopted.
REFORMATIONS

Following 4 Subs have been reformed as part of
the programme to make Subs "all saloon" — the
saloon trailers indicated have been taken from
the withdrawn units shown in brackets, with
the date of reformation where known : 4285, 12353 (4380); 4279, 10439 (4121); 4293,
8979 (4699) May14; 4294,9007 (4727)May19;
4687,9000 (4720) May 18; 4679, 12405 (4665);
4722, 9021 (4741), May1: 4657,8992 (4712),
May15; 4666, 8993 (4713) May8; 4749, 8997
(4717) May11; 4620, 8970 (4690);4637, 8956
(4676) May12; 4672, 9016 (4736) May13; 4680,
9003 (4723); 4626, 9026 (4726); 4658,9014
(4734); 4627, 12386 (4646) May7; 4738, 9011
(4731) Ap26.
4738 also has 12793 in place of 8623
which was noted at Michel. on May1. 4627 also
has MBSO 11351 ex 4646. Further reformations are
in hand, the aim being to do one a day at Shst.
TLVs
All six TLVs were in store, withdrawn, at
Oatlands sidings (between Weybridge & Walton)
on Ap24, in a very bad state with paint peeling
off. Still there Jun26.
TRANSFERS

4 Sub 4299 ex works at Clapham Jcn May9 rePage 107

located from SHST to WDON...2 Mar 6056, transferred
to BTON, back on SE Div in passenger service in
Jun still carrying BTON shed code...Veps 7735/44
ex BOMO also reported transferred to BTON to
help replace SR 2 H(now S)aps.
UNUSUAL WORKINGS

On 14Ap the 17.30 W'loo-Weynouth was formed Cl.73
loco+8TC...Subs again worked passenger trains on
S.London line on May9 (units 4649, 4620/1, 4722)
due to engineering works...on Ap 13 8.27 Ports. &
S'sea formed 2 Hap only and very crowded...prototype
refurbished Cep 7153 appeared on a Saturday, May
8, on 11.0 CX-Ramsgate.

LOCO NOTES

Cl. 73 locos are regularly working as far abroad
as Didcot power station on coal trains in multi
-ple with Cl 33s (headcode HK). And Cl. 31
locos have been working regularly on the SR
again, seen for example at Lewisham on interregional freights.

THE DRAIN

Waterloo & City line's hydraulically powered
Armstrong lift is to have two new electric powered
pumps at a cost of £10,000.
CROSS CHANNEL

The Night Ferry is not, after all, coming off.
Dunkerque Ferry Berth closing early Jul to be replaced by new Dunkerque Maritime (actually some
miles away at Gravelines. Night Ferry non sleepers
retimed to dep. Vic 23.05 (vice 22.05) arr. 7.35
(vice 9.38 (M-F) or 7.9 vice 8.17 (Sat/Sun).

HEADCODES

63 (Wloo-Exeter slow) seen used by electric trains
starting at Basingstoke, e.g. 19.28 to W'loo.

ADDENDA & CORRIGENDA

LR 30. P.73 : 5139 only temporarily to WDON to
cover 5137, 2 damaged cars of which arrived Shst
Ap 27; 7400 only temp. WDON, similar reason
P.75 : All Blackf. diverted trains reversed at
Holborn V., e.c.s. except Thurs eve.; LB Ctl
only used Thurs. eve. rest of w'end trains termiPage 108

nated plats 1 & 2; LB's plat. 7 should reopen long
before Dec. P.79 : 16.40 Redhill-Rdg and 6.46
Rdg-Redhill diagrammed loco-hauled; P. 77 & 83 :
Should be plain Southwark depot. P.82 Gravesend
now has modern BR signs except 1 bullseye; Apple
-dore now has modern signs, its hot dog signs
were wooden (v.rare) as are Billinghurst bullseyes. P.82 : Other SE Div jcns have had signs
for some time, e.g. Cambria, Canterbury Rd.,
Spa Rd., Middle, Eastern, Western (Sittingbourne)
and Rochester Bdge. P.83 Peps 4001/2 are still
on the SW Div; not working 2 weeks prior to
Easter but now back to seven days a week. M-F
5.42 empty E. Wimble-Hampton Ct., 6.13, 9.13,
12.43, 16.09, 17.43, 19.13, 22.43 H.C.-W'loo;
7.6 W'loo-Chess, 7.47 return; 8.26, 11.56, 15.26
16.56, 18.26, 21.56, 23.26 W'loo-HC; 10.4,
13.34, 23,04 W'loo-Shepp., return at 10.56,
14.26, 20.56. 00.05 empty HC-E.Wimble. Sats
as in LR30, p.83, except that start is empty
E.Wim-HC then 6.13 HC-W'loo, 6.56 W'loo-HC
then as shown. Suns the start is empty to
HC for the 7.13 to W'loo then 8.4 Shepp. etc;
after 22.04 to Shepp the 8 Pep works 22.56
back before empty to E. Win.
LR26, p126 and LR 28, p5 : Both titles
are on nameboard of that works stn. between
Brockenhurst & Lymington, the sign reading
"Wellworthy Ampress Works Halt."
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